Multi-Chem’s high pressure treating pump truck provides powerful and versatile pump capacity for chemical treatments and overflush into high pressure systems. This best-in-class tanker-trailer can pump as much as 105 barrels of fluid, at pressures over 8500 psi, and treats high pressure wells and pipelines up to 15,000 psi.

Allowing chemical-add “on-the-fly” at any pressure, the trucks can be used for any chemical-related pump job that requires large amounts of chemical and overflush fluid into systems operating under high pressure conditions. The versatile vehicles can service high temperature wells that require complete fluid displacement of as much as 40 to 80 barrels of overflush to the bottom of the well, as well as batch and fall chemical treatments. The trucks can use iron piping when pumping anything over 8,500 psi or high pressure hose for batch and falls or lower pressure treatments.

Each truck has large capacity 125-gallon chemical tanks in a Triplex Tote assembly and pulls a stainless steel, flush water tank trailer, while a chase pick-up and trailer with iron pipe enables the truck to carry additional flush water. Unlike some other HP trucks utilizing only a single driver/operator, Multi-Chem utilizes two-man crews to help increase safety and efficiency.

Equipped with a Triplex High Pressure Pump, these trucks can pump accurately at lower rates, and feature a turbine meter for accurate, repeatable measurement, with the option of a 5,000 psi safety relief valve or an adjustable computer operated automatic shut-down, for a best-in-class safety system.
Features

- Triplex High Pressure Pump provides 1-1/2 BPM @ 14,000 PSI–5Hr. Intermittent Service (571BHP) or 2 BPM @ 10,000 PSI–5Hr. Intermittent Service (544BHP)
- Turbine meter helps ensure accurate repeatable measurement
- Pulls flush water tank to help eliminate need for additional truck
- Mechanical and electric pressure relief to set at any preferred pressure

Benefits

- Treats high pressure wells and pipelines up to 15,000 psi
- Chemical-add “on-the-fly” at any pressure
- Provides more accurate pumping at lower rates and higher pressures
- Two-man crews to help increase safety and efficiency
- Best-in-class safety with 5,000 psi safety relief valve or automatic shutdown
- Easy access to all equipment for quick rig up

For more information, please contact your local sales representative or e-mail multichem@halliburton.com
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